
DateName Class

Certain or uncertain? “Certain” means that something is sure to happen. 
Write the events that are certain to happen today in the Certain column. 
Write the other events in the Uncertain column.

Wash your hair
Go to school
Sneeze
Order your lunch
Blow a balloon up
Go to the library
Eat an orange
Travel in a bus
Do a crossword
Wear a hat
Travel in a car
Use scissors
Go for a swim
Make a sandwich
Watch television
Work on a computer
Sharpen a pencil
Kick a ball
Have your photo taken
Put sunscreen on
See an insect
Sing a song
Hear a joke
Go to the shops
Roll a dice

Certain Uncertain

Occur means “happen”. Which of the two events is most likely to
occur? Color the most likely green and the least likely red. If there
is an equal chance of them occurring, color them both yellow.

Being bitten by a mosquito

Being bitten by a dog

Putting ice skates on

Putting shoes on

Eating vegetables for dinner

Eating meat for dinner

Winning a game of Bingo

Losing a game of Bingo

Sleeping at home

Sleeping at a friend’s house

Seeing a fly

Flying over the sea

Picking a watermelon

Picking a flower

Breaking a plate

Breaking a window

Milking a cow

Buying milk from the shop

Having a shower

Having a bath

Watching a movie

Acting in a movie

Finding a $50 bill

Finding a coin

Reading a book

Writing a book

One person out sick

Two people out sick

Ten people out sick

Three people out sick

Making a snowman

Making a sandcastle

Catching a cold

Catching the measles

Drinking juice

Drinking water
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ANSWER KEY

Certain or uncertain? “Certain” means that something is sure to happen. 
Write the events that are certain to happen today in the Certain column. 
Write the other events in the Uncertain column.

Wash your hair
Go to school
Sneeze
Order your lunch
Blow a balloon up
Go to the library
Eat an orange
Travel in a bus
Do a crossword
Wear a hat
Travel in a car
Use scissors
Go for a swim
Make a sandwich
Watch television
Work on a computer
Sharpen a pencil
Kick a ball
Have your photo taken
Put sunscreen on
See an insect
Sing a song
Hear a joke
Go to the shops
Roll a dice

Certain Uncertain

Occur means “happen”. Which of the two events is most likely to
occur? Color the most likely green and the least likely red. If there
is an equal chance of them occurring, color them both yellow.

Being bitten by a mosquito

Being bitten by a dog

Putting ice skates on

Putting shoes on

Eating vegetables for dinner

Eating meat for dinner

Winning a game of Bingo

Losing a game of Bingo

Sleeping at home

Sleeping at a friend’s house

Seeing a fly

Flying over the sea

Picking a watermelon

Picking a flower

Breaking a plate

Breaking a window

Milking a cow

Buying milk from the shop

Having a shower

Having a bath

Watching a movie

Acting in a movie

Finding a $50 bill

Finding a coin

Reading a book

Writing a book

One person out sick

Two people out sick

Ten people out sick

Three people out sick

Making a snowman

Making a sandcastle

Catching a cold

Catching the measles

Drinking juice

Drinking water
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